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Objectives
 To identify the 5 steps of Evidence-Based Veterinary Medicine (EBVM)
 To locate and determine resources for medical and health literature

searching. Focus:
o Database Searching – PubMed (free database)
o Database Searching Ebscohost Medline (UWI Subscribed Databases)

o Searching UWILinC
o Locating e-Journals by subject

 To conduct effective hands-on online research
 To identify the FMS Vancouver referencing resources

What is evidence-based medicine?
 "Evidence-based medicine (EBM) requires the integration of the best

research with our clinical expertise and our patient's unique values and
circumstances.“ From: Straus, Sharon E. (2005). Evidence-based medicine: How to practice and teach EBM, p. 1.[Source:
https://veterinary-practice.com/article/embracing-evidence-based-medicine ]

 The practice of evidence-based medicine is a process of self-directed

problem-based learning in which clinically relevant information about
diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy is considered according to the best
data available through research.
[Source: https://www.medindia.net/patientinfo/evidence-based-medicine.htm#1 ]

 One commonly used definition of evidence-based medicine (EBM) is: “… the

conscientious, explicit and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions
about the care of individual patients.The practice of EBM means integrating individual
clinical expertise with the best available external clinical evidence from systematic
research.” (Sackett et al., 2000)
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What is EBVM?
 The practise of Evidence-Based Veterinary Medicine (EBVM) is

the use of best available scientific evidence, in conjunction with
clinical expertise and consideration of owner and patient factors,
to make the best clinical decisions for patients.
http://www.ebvmlearning.org/abcs-of-ebvm/what-is-ebvm/

 In summary, EBVM applies the same the philosophy and methods

of science and EBM to generate understanding and making
decisions in veterinary medicine. Evidence-based veterinary
medicine, has drawn upon expertise in the medical field, where
applying the principles in practice has become more widely
accepted i.e. EBM.
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Source: http://skeptvet.com/Blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/What-is-EBVM-and-Why-Do-We-Need-It.pdf

Why do We Need EBVM?
•To correct our errors
•To manage information more effectively
•To improve patient care and informed consent
To Note:
 There are important differences between the practice of EBVM
and EBM, including the patient-(owner)-clinician relationship, as
well as the availability and quality of scientific literature.
 Today we the focus is on the resources for deriving the relevant
literature.
http://www.ebvmlearning.org/abcs-of-ebvm/what-is-ebvm/
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What EBVM skills do you need?
• Information mastery- find the best evidence for every day practice
• Search efficiency - having at your fingertips "just in time" information at
the point of care using web based and/or handheld computer based

information and tools for clinical decision making
• Assessment - relevance before rigor. Is the evidence patient-oriented?
• Evaluation- of information about therapies, diagnostic tests, and
clinical decision rules. Understand basic statistics.
• Evaluation - expert-based information, including colleagues,
presentations, reviews and guidelines.
• Evaluation - critically evaluate information from pharmaceutical
representatives.
Source: https://med.fsu.edu/medicalInformatics/ebmTutorial

Five Step Model of Evidence-Based Medicine
•

ASK A CLINICAL QUESTION: Convert information needs into answerable
questions

•

ACQUIRE THE BEST EVIDENCE: Track down with maximum efficiency the
best evidence with which to answer them

•

APPRAISE THE EVIDENCE: Critically appraise that evidence for its validity
and usefulness

•

APPLY THE EVIDENCE Apply the results of this appraisal in your practice

•

ASSESS: Evaluate your performance
Source: https://med.fsu.edu/medicalInformatics/ebmTutorial

Source: https://veterinary-practice.com/article/embracing-evidence-based-medicine

Information Management
• EBVM = generating information + managing information
• Explosion of published scientific information

• EBVM guidelines help you decide what you need to know i.e.
generate specific answers to specific questions
• EBVM helps with the processes of finding relevant evidence
• EBVM provides processes for making evidence more useful to
clinicians

• “Just in Time” vs “Just in Case” - search skills for retrieving the right,
relevant information
[Source http://skeptvet.com/Blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/What-is-EBVM-and-Why-Do-We-Need-It.pdf ]
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Constructing a Search Strategy
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SEARCH STRATEGY BASICS:
Using the P.I.C.O. Method
Refine your basic question/ situation. Develop your clinical research
question and use the PICO method. The PICO method is the best strategy
to help you locate the clinically relevant evidence in the literature.





P
I
C
O

Patient
Intervention / Exposure (risk factor)
Comparison or Intervention (if appropriate)
Outcome you would like to measure or achieve

 Also 2 additional elements of the well-built clinical question are the type of question

being asked and the type of study you want to find. This information can be helpful in
focusing the question and determining the most appropriate type of evidence or study.

 Type of question:
 Type of Study:
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Diagnosis, Etiology/Harm,Therapy, Prognosis, Prevention
What would be the best study design/methodology?

WHENBackground
TO USE P.I.C.O.
vs. Foreground Questions
Use P.I.C.O. for foreground questions
Background questions concern broad-based general knowledge. These types
of questions generally have only 2 parts: A question root (who, what, when,
where, how, why) and a disorder, test, treatment, or other aspect of health
care.

What is type 2 diabetes mellitus? What causes migraines?
 Foreground questions are specific knowledge questions that affect

clinical decisions and include a broad range of biological, psychological,
and sociological issues. Foreground questions are best suited to the PICO
format.
 Does oral glucosamine reduce pain associated with osteoarthritis in
adult cats more than placebo/carprofen?
Source:https://researchguides.uic.edu/c.php?g=252338&p=3954402#

SEARCH
STRATEGY BASICS (Cont’d)
CASE EXAMPLE:
 The patient is a 65 year old male with a long history of type 2 diabetes

and obesity. Otherwise his medical history is unremarkable. He does
not smoke. He had knee surgery 10 years ago but otherwise has had
no other major medical problems. Over the years he has tried
numerous diets and exercise programs to reduce his weight but has
not been very successful. His granddaughter just started high school
and he wants to see her graduate and go on to college. He
understands that his diabetes puts him at a high risk for heart disease
and is frustrated that he cannot lose the necessary weight. His
neighbor told him about a colleague at work who had his stomach
stapled and as a result not only lost over 100 lbs. but also "cured" his
diabetes. He wants to know if this procedure really works.
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The key concepts
Patient Problem

obese, diabetes type 2, male

Intervention

stomach stapling (gastric
bypass surgery; bariatric

surgery)
Comparison

standard medical care

Outcome

remission of diabetes; weight
loss; mortality

RE-STRATEGIZED RESEARCH QUESTION :
In patients with type 2 diabetes and obesity, is bariatric surgery
more effective than standard medical therapy at increasing the
probability of remission of diabetes?
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http://guides.mclibrary.duke.edu/c.php?g=158201&p=1035584
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P

Patient –adult male
cancer patients

I

Intervention: use of
chemotherapy
agents

C

Comparison: male
fertility /male
sterility

O

Outcome- drugs that
decrease sterility
Wednesday, 11 November 2020

PICO.vet
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SEARCH STRATEGY BASICS: Checklist:
 Identify PICO/ key/main concepts in your problem
 Identify synonyms/related terms and variant spellings for each

concept
 Combine key concepts to form an intelligible search phrase,
starting with the most significant concept
 Use Boolean Operators in your phrase, that is, AND, OR,
NOT and these should be capitalized in your searches)
AND
OR
NOT


narrows search, connects main concepts
broadens search, connects synonyms, related terms
excludes unwanted items from your search results

NOTE: Some databases use smart text searching where the key concepts in your search are targeted, thus eliminating the need for
Boolean Operators. Others make the Boolean operators available in a drop-down menu.
Wednesday, 11 November 2020
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOSWnQpVMjc&t=8s

Finding the Information
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HANDS-ON SESSION
IDENTIFYING RESOURCES many
layers/ levels of evidence
•

Databases (2) – search 1 free (PubMed) and 1 subscribed
database (EBSCO- Medline)

•

UWILinC – search the resources of 4 UWI Campuses

•

E-journals – locate e-journals by subject
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What is a database?
 A database is an electronic repository of information. This
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information could be in the form of full-text documents, images,
music and videos.
Databases contain scholarly and peer-reviewed content written
by researchers experts in their field.
Databases provide a vast array of information, filters and search
tools for narrowing results.
There are over 45 medical and health research databases for students
of the Faculty of Medical Sciences.
Some of these databases are interdisciplinary (spanning several
disciplines) or subject-specific (focusing on a particular discipline,
such as history, psychology, or literature.)
Wednesday, 11 November 2020

Why use databases?
Databases ….
 Safe to use in the academic environment
 Contain large amounts of information and data
 Provide access to authentic, high quality research
 Provide current and updated information
 Ensure accuracy of research
 Have security features to control access to information
 Contain copyrighted information
 UWI / FMS databases support your taught UWI curriculum
25
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Synonyms
 Database =
 Bibliographic database=
 Electronic database=
 Research database=
 Library database =
 Online database
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• Addresses
• Editorial
• UWI
Autobiography
Subscribed Databases: • Electronic Supplementary
• Bibliography
Materials
- Medline (EBSCO)
•  Biography
• Evaluation Studies
- Proquest
Central
•  Books
and Documents
• Festschrift
•  Case-Web
Reports
• Government Publications
of Knowledge
• Classical Article
• Guideline
• Clinical Conference
• Historical Article
Resources:
• Free
Clinical
Study
• Interactive Tutorial
•  Clinical
Trial
• Interview
- PubMed
• Comment
• Introductory Journal Article
- MedCarib
•  Comparative
Study
• Journal Article
•  Congresses
• Lectures
- Google Scholar
• Consensus Development
• Legal Cases
Conference
• Meta-Analysis
E-JournalsClinical
and Print
•  Controlled
TrialJournals
• Multicenter Study
•  Corrected
UWILinC and Republished • News
Article
• Newspaper Article
 See MSL’s website https://libraries.sta.uwi.edu/msl/
• Dataset
• Observational Study
• Dictionary
• Patient Education Handout
• Directory
• Periodical Index
• Duplicate Publication
• Personal Narratives
• Legislation
• Letter

• Portraits
•ThePractice
suite ofGuideline
databases
•includes
Pragmatic
Clinical
a wide
rangeTrial
of
•medical
Published
Erratum
and
• Randomized Controlled
health-related
Trial
information resources,
• Research Support,
relevant to the
American Recovery and
FMSReinvestment
curriculum,Act
•various
Research Support,
health
disciplines
Government
ETC
point-of-care.
•andRetracted
Publication
• Retraction of Publication
• Review
• Scientific Integrity Review
• Systematic Reviews
• Technical Report
• Twin Study
• Validation Studies
• Video-Audio Media
• Webcasts

Scholarly and grey literature

WHICH DATABASES FOR
FMS STUDENTS?

Accessing databases from off-campus
 When you are off-campus, you will need to authenticate as

a current UWISTA student in order to access
our subscription databases.
 When you click on a subscribed database link from the

library homepage, you will be brought to the authentication
page. Enter your UWISTA student ID number and password
(the same credentials you use for logging into My
Elearning).
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PUBMED – a free database

MESH
Journals
in NCBI
databases

Single
Citation
Matcher

Presenter search: hypertensive rabbits

PubMed - other key search features
 1. Journals in NCBI databases
 2. Single Citation Matcher
 3. MeSH

 The PubMed Journals a.k.a. Journals in NCBI Databases feature help you

to find the journal abbreviation used in Vancouver Style. [demo] e.g. The
West Indian Medical Journal would be abbreviated as shown by the NLM

Title Abbreviation:

Presenter search: American Journal of Animal and
Veterinary Sciences

PubMed- Single Citation Matcher
Use the Single Citation Matcher to search for specific information
other than topics:
 Author
 Journal Title
 Titles using keywords

 View (next slide):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydJWxRwjxjE
Presenter search i: Oura, C
Presenter search ii: Oura, C; 2014
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Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydJWxRwjxjE

Searching PubMed – Using M.E.S.H
MEdical Subject Headings (MESH)

 Databases are supported by thesauri of controlled vocabulary
 PubMed uses MeSH – Medical Subject Headings

 MeSH provides formal medical terms for diseases, anatomy or topics.
 MeSH links all synonyms, grammatical forms, spelling variation and layman’s terms so

that when you search all possible forms emerge in your results list.
 Sub-headings are linked to MeSH terms and provide ease of use, narrow the focus of

term and help build better searches.
 CAVEAT: Because PubMed's main focus is human medicine, MeSH has limited

terminology in these areas.

Searching PubMed – Using M.E.S.H

Presenter search :
bird flu
Ebola
Sub-headings to add to search builder:
"genetics“ AND "prevention and control“
Sub-headings to add to search builder:
"prevention and control“ NOT “surgery”

HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES
2. Searching Medline

Presenter
search term:
hypertensive
rabbits

KEY TAKEAWAY
Maximize your search results:
Use both keyword and

controlled vocabulary
for best results
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The search experience

HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES
PubMed

ACTIVITY 1 – SEARCH USING A FREE DATABASE - PUBMED

Save your search window.
We will compare with another database search.
- Conduct a simple search for Covid-19 AND pets

- Limit your results to only free-full-text articles
- Alter the display
- Choose one FREE PMC article and view a full record

- Apply filters of your choice
- Select 10 results and email to yourself
41
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ACTIVITY 2 –SEARCH USING A SUBSCRIBED DATABASE – Medline EBSCOHOST

STEP 1: Search for peer-reviewed articles on Covid-19 AND pets
STEP 2: Locate one full-text article
STEP 3: Identify and email the permalink of the article to yourself
STEP 4: Use the cite feature to retrieve the Vancouver citation

STEP 5: Email the article to yourself

ACTIVITY 3 – SEARCH USING MEDICAL SUBJECT HEADINGS (MeSH)

STEP 1: Search for gum inflammation
STEP 2: Note sub-headings. Build your own searches using sub-headings.

ACTIVITY4 - SEARCH USING SINGLE CITATION MATCHER

Search for author: Smith,WA and journal title International Dental
Journal.
ACTIVITY 5 - SEARCH USING PUBMED JOURNALS

1. Search for abbreviated title: Journal of Dentistry and Dental Medicine
2. Search for abbreviated title: Acta Odontologica Scandinavica

Presenter
search term:
hypertensive
rabbits
Wednesday, 11 November 2020

UWIlinC
 Portal which provides a single interface for searching the

library catalogues of the four campuses – St. Augustine,
Mona, Cave Hill and Open Campus
 Also searches Primo Central, a database supplied by the

vendor of UWILinc
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http://uwin-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=STA&
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ACTIVITY 3 – SEARCH USING UWILINC

UWIlinC
- -Conduct a simple search for Covid-19 AND pets

- -Filter your results to St Augustine Campus and view.
- -Return to results of original search

- -Filter your results to journal articles
- -Select and view the full-text of an online journal article

eJournals
 Print Subscription
 Online Subscription (E-Journals)
 Current Journals A-Z List

Via UWILinC
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Referencing / Citation
• Cite what you write
• Avoid plagiarism
• Pharmacy students : use the Vancouver citation style

WATCH THE VIDEO:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Ztb94gd0JM

CONSULT THE GUIDE
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_requirements.html
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Conducting a literature review
Concept

Tips and Considerations

Before you begin, think about:
•Is your scope reasonable?
•Do you have a clear focused topic/question? •Search several databases; limit to review
articles
What type of review are you writing? •Check standards for the type of review you’re
writing
•e.g. narrative review, systematic review,
background for a research article
•Look at other reviews published in your target
journal
Comprehensive Search
•Search multiple databases
•Search by topic
•Citation tracking for key articles
•How do you know you’re done?
•Red flags: look for patterns

•Subject specific database(s) and multidisciplinary database(s)
• e.g. PubMed , Medline
•Identify concepts and search terms Be
conscious of saturation
• All/most from single research group
or perspectives
• No recent publications

Conducting a literature review
Concept

Tips and Considerations

Document your search process
•Set up system before you start

•Use a concept table to organize search terms
•Track databases you search
•Track search strategies used
•Refine your searches

Do final searches

•Use refined strategy to search all databases
•Capture searches (e.g. save in database or
screen shot)

Manage what you find
•Create accounts in each database order to save
results
•Use EndNote
Keep current
•Discover new articles on your topic as they are
published

•PubMed , Medline, Web of Science
•CINAHL etc
•Endnote
•Save final searches and set up alerts

Better Information = Better Outcomes
There is a tendency toward support for the idea that
outcomes improve for patients, personnel, or
organizations if clinical practice in health care is
evidence-based, that is, if evidence-based clinical
practice guidelines are used. Outcomes of evidencebased clinical practice guidelines: a systematic
review.
Bahtsevani C, Udén G, Willman A. Int J Technol
Assess Health Care. 2004 Fall;20(4):427-33.
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The end
Questions?
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